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RECONNECT WA 
Statement by Premier 

MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Premier) [1.13 pm]: Between 25 June and 7 July, I undertook 
a Reconnect WA mission to promote WA as a safe place to visit, work, study and invest. It was my first overseas 
trip since 2019, and it began by joining Qantas representatives, travel industry representatives and media on the 
official launch flight of the first-ever nonstop Perth to Rome route. Supported by the state government, the route 
puts WA front and centre as the western gateway, as the only nonstop flight between Australia and continental 
Europe. The new route has been so successful that it will return next year, with plans for an expanded format. 
In Rome and Milan, I hosted several tourism round tables to promote WA tourism opportunities and held media 
engagements to showcase WA and attract more visitors to our state. I also met with energy companies with interests 
in WA and reinforced Western Australia’s reputation as a place to invest. Further, I met with Webuild, currently 
building the Metronet Forrestfield–Airport Link, which is looking to take on further infrastructure work in WA. 
While in Rome, WA secured a AAA credit rating through S&P Global. It is the first time in nine years that WA has 
held a AAA credit rating. This news was welcomed in a series of financial investor briefings in London and Dublin, 
highlighting WA’s strong economic performance and our unique experience of dealing with the pandemic, whilst 
keeping WA safe and our economy open. WA Treasury Corporation chairperson, Michael Barnes, and CEO, 
Kaylene Gulich, joined me in hosting these briefings to help further enhance WA’s borrowing program, and I thank 
them for their support. 
As part of our efforts to attract skilled workers to WA, I launched the expanded Build a Life in WA campaign into 
the UK and Ireland. Meetings with skilled migration and recruitment agencies were insightful, as we keep working 
with the commonwealth government to enhance our skilled migration program. Working holidaymakers are also 
a target market in getting skilled and unskilled workers into WA and that was also on the mission agenda. I met with 
the Prime Minister as well as the President of Ireland in Dublin. Both were very complimentary of WA’s management 
of the pandemic and the meetings reinforced WA’s strong connection with Ireland. 
In Qatar, the Australian ambassador acknowledged WA’s attention as he stated I was the first state Premier to visit Doha 
in an official capacity. Meetings with skilled migration agents and international education, tourism industry and business 
representatives provided opportunities to broaden our trade and investment connections with Qatar. I also met with the 
Qatar Airways Group CEO to thank him and the company for their commitment to keep flying to Perth during the 
pandemic and highlighted our support for the airline to double its daily connection between Perth and Doha. 
Finally, I would like to thank staff at the Department of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation for helping organise 
the mission, and thank the WA office in London and John Langoulant for their support. I table a copy of the itinerary. 
[See paper 1319.] 
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